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dieting it, you would say my idol d has done it. I predict it in advance

so that you cannot doubt that I have done it. I have d.eol,i it, and I have

saved.. Yes, You are my witnesses, that I have ..there is no other God. I am

the God who has predicted. these things, and. the one who has brought it to pass.

And, that doesn't sound like someone who is just writing it now, at the end. of

the exile. -we4--e-It-w,a4.- sounds rather ills something that they

have had. a long time, and they say Here is proof. Now x we see how it actually

fits. We .as- have seen what has happened. and we can trust what is ...Mr. Butler,

I will do it and. who will ix revere, it. (Q)Well,now, we have 49:1-12, and meyle

we better not assign you. in more in advance z We will have a little time to review

it and. a few other things. And. d.ont worry m too much about words that may occur

only onice.

This word. which is often translated. isles, is often use, for border land..

And, it seems to refer to the ...But the word. can me= -literally it is the land..

But of course he is referring to people, an ..with several passages that he has

read.klooking and calling on the heathen gods, or the distant nations. It fits

again z with 4M- 'sa. Ll, r&tht-- right in the beginning. But then the other

word.I don't think ever means land.. This means people here by a figure

of speech. .4-.j- It e just like a country.. A country is a bit of land.. But

we can. refer to the country. And. people from afar. Here again he calls , and.

It was a aifferent kind, of call than in the past. And of course be says to me.

And. in ..you have nothing to make the me refer to unless. And you can think of

the servant of the Lord. simply as meaning the nation as it ..in order for the

accomplishment of the nation. It's not just ...but t you know it wont be the

whole nation. Gradutafly , the x unbelievers and the wicked. can't
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